Abstract-This paper studies scenario-based model predictive control (MPC) for dynamic safety constraints. For marine electric power plant with direct current distribution and variable speed generator set, the speed of the generator sets should be as low as possible to increase the efficiency of the diesel engines. However, a safety margin toward underspeed is necessary. In this paper, a dynamical safety constraint is achieved by including a fault scenario in the MPC formulation. This is done using a nominal trajectory of the predicted states for the fault-free operation, and adding fault trajectories starting from the samples of the nominal trajectory. The fault trajectories simulate the fault scenario and dynamically constrain the nominal trajectory. The controller is shown to be effective using closed-loop simulations of a marine electric power plant.
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NOMENCLATURE

D
IESEL electric propulsion (DEP) has become the industry standard for vessels with varying power demand or high redundancy requirements. With DEP, the power plant usually consists of multiple diesel generator sets. These produce electric power that is distributed to propulsion motors connected to the propellers, in addition to other electric loads of the vessel, such as drilling drives, heave compensators, cranes, and hotel loads. This gives a flexible system as generator sets can be connected and disconnected when the power demand or redundancy level changes.
DEP is commonly used for vessels with dynamic positioning (DP) systems. During DP operation the thrusters of the vessels are used to keep the position and heading of the vessel fixed. For vessels with DP classes 2 and 3, it is required that any single fault should not lead to loss of position [1] . One possible fault is a sudden disconnection of a generator set. The load of the disconnected generator set is immediately transferred to the remaining generator sets. The speed of the diesel engines will drop, as it takes time for diesel engines to increase their torque. For ac distribution systems this may result in underfrequency in the electric grid, which trips protection relays and will result in a blackout. The electric power demand can be reduced to avoid a too large drop in the speed of the diesel engine. Typically, fast load reduction is used during such fault scenario. The power management system detects the fault and then commands the thruster drives and other variable speed drives to reduce their power consumption. This is done as the frequency converters are able to reduce the power demand quickly. May [2] proposes that the variable speed drives measure the electric frequency of the ac grid and reduce the power demand when the electric frequency decreases below a threshold. A similar method can be used for direct current (dc) distribution where the grid's voltage can be used as an indication of overload. Frequencydependent load shedding is typically implemented as one of the last measures to avoid an underfrequency, where some loads are disconnected if the frequency decreases below a threshold. This is undesired as it may take time to reconnect and start the disconnected equipment.
During the past decade, dc distribution of electric power has entered the market for marine power plants [3] - [6] . One of the benefits of dc distribution compared with conventional ac distribution is the possibility to run diesel engines with varying speeds, which essentially offers new free variables to be optimized. It is reported from the industry that diesel engines are often run with a power utilization of only 20%-40%, which reduces the efficiency of the diesel engines. However, the efficiency can be increased by running the engines at low speed as this reduces the friction losses of the engine. The allowed range for the frequency is larger for vessels with dc distribution than using ac distribution, as the bus' electric frequency limits of the electrical distribution are removed and we are only left with the less restrictive speed limits of the diesel engines. In this paper, a scenario-based economic model predictive controller is used to minimize the fuel consumption by reducing the speed of the generator sets. However, the controller constrains the frequency to maintain a large enough frequency margin to avoid reduction of power consumption and diesel engine underspeed after the loss of a generator set. This is done by modifying the set-points of the diesel engines' governor.
Currently, generator sets are controlled in speed droop or isochronous using PID or similar algorithms for speed governors [7] . Model predictive control (MPC) and nonlinear control by feedback linearization are proposed as alternative control methods [8] - [10] . In [11] , multiple methods for better control of engines are proposed, which includes observer design for noise filtering, and inertia control to suppress frequency variations. A stochastic energy management system using particle swarm optimization is proposed in [12] for vessels with energy storage systems.
MPC with scenarios is used to establish a fault-tolerant controller, as scenarios are commonly used for robust MPC. An MPC for linear systems is presented in [13] , where the system matrices can switch between a finite number of scenarios, with a given probability for each scenario. Other combinations of MPC and scenarios are presented in [14] and [15] . These studies use scenarios to handle model uncertainties and disturbances. In the research field of robust MPC, it has been proposed to use approximate reachable sets to find the optimal control [16] . However, this gives suboptimal solutions since a common control input is calculated for all the possible sequences of uncertainties and disturbances. For linear systems, [17] suggests including feedback in the predicted trajectories using multiple different control inputs in the scenario tree. For nonlinear systems, it is proposed to optimize a parameterization of the feedback law (see [18] and the references therein). Scenario-based MPC has also been suggested to be used in optimization of hedge options [19] , for scheduling of batch processes [20] , and scheduling of emergency vehicles [21] .
There have been some studies on transients of the plant after reconfiguration of controllers due to faults. An investigation of responses due to reconfiguration of the controller is presented in [22] , with different methods for initializing the next controller. For faults that can be predicted, it has been suggested to use MPC to make a smooth accommodation of the fault [23] . It is suggested to use back calculation to set the initial states of the reconfigured controller and use a progressive accommodation scheme to achieve new LQR-gains [24] .
Another approach to control a plant to a safe set is to use backward reachable set to calculate the fault-tolerant set [25] . The backward reachable set is a set containing all initial states, which can avoid an unsafe state set under a specified set of disturbances. A method for validating that a controller can avoid unsafe sets for linear hybrid systems using reachability analysis is presented in [26] . A similar study is done for nonlinear hybrid system using barrier certificates [27] . A method for selecting switching rules for a hybrid system, such that the state variables avoid an unsafe set, is presented in [28] . This paper applies a method for establishing dynamic safety constraints based on fault scenario. A power plant with three generator sets and dc distribution is used as the case plant. The typical fault scenario considered is a sudden disconnection of one of the generator sets. The MPC optimizes the fuel consumption of the plant and controls the frequency such that if a generator is suddenly disconnected, the diesel engines have sufficiently high speed to avoid underspeed during the recovery. The idea of the controller was first presented in [29] , for a marine electric power plant with ac distribution. It was later formalized in [30] , including a linear case plant. This paper is an extension of [29] : the controller is formalized by methods presented in [30] and a diesel-electric power plant with a dc distribution system is used in the case plant. A linear model was used in [30] to demonstrate the controller. A more realistic plant is used in this paper, with some modifications on the controller to avoid numerical problems. The performance of the plant is also compared with a plant with fixed speed generator sets. Note that scenario-based MPC is often used to establish a robust controller, with respect to model uncertainties, noise, and disturbances. However, the proposed controller uses scenario-based MPC to handle a worst case fault event where the model is known. The proposed controller must be combined with other control techniques to handle model uncertainties, noise, and disturbances. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the models of the power plant including a process plant model used for simulation and a control plant model used internally in the controller. The controller is presented in Section III. Results from simulations are shown in Section IV, the fuel consumption of the plant running with the proposed controller is compared with operating the plant with fixed speed generator sets. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. MODEL
A. Process Plant Model
A marine electric power plant is controlled in this paper. Fig. 1 gives an overview of a typical plant that will be used as a case study. The plant consists of three generator sets connected to a dc link with a constant resistance as the load. The generator sets are rated to 9.1 MW. The model is expressed in per-unit notation [31] . A dc distribution system is used in this paper as a case plant. However, the controller can be applied on an ac distribution system as well, although the smaller frequency range gives less room for optimization. Equal generator sets are used in the case plant, as commonly used for marine power plant. The number of running generator sets is assumed to be given by the PMS' auto start/stop algorithm. A common reference speed of the generator set is assumed in this paper. This was chosen to simplify the explanation of the controller and to increase the computational performance. However, the method can easily be extended to include different sized generator sets and individually reference speed for the generator set.
It is hard to verify that it is optimal to run the generator set at a common speed, due to the dynamics of the fault scenarios. However, generators' rotating inertia acts as an energy reserve due to the kinetic energy. Hence, if the speed of one of the generator sets is reduced, the other two must increase their speed. The worst case after a fault is that one fast generator is disconnected. This means that if one generator decreases its speed, both of the remaining two must increase their kinetic energy just as much as the slow generator set decreased its kinetic energy. This gives an increased fuel consumption compared with running all the generators at the same speed, due to the friction losses. It should be noted that the safety constraint is not only affected by the kinetic energy, but also by the fuel injection dynamics.
Running the engines at the same load is optimal when the generator sets are running at the same speed, as the fuel consumption as a function of the torque is convex. Therefore, the generator sets uses symmetric load sharing (same load on each generator set). This also reduces the computational complexity, as only one control input is needed (instead of one speed setting and one load setting per generator set) and only one fault scenario per time step is needed (instead of one fault scenario per generator set).
At the top level is the MPC, which will be designed in this paper. It gives a common desired reference speed, ω ref , to the governors of the generator set. The output of the governor is the reference torque, τ ref , for the diesel engine, which is calculated using a PID controller with the speed error as input. The reference torque is rate limited by the engine manufactures to avoid thermal stress in the engine block and to some extent ensure complete combustion [32] . In addition, the diesel engines have a minimum and maximum speed and torque. We assume that internal control systems in the diesel engines are able to control the fuel injection such that the generated torque is kept at the reference torque.
The per-unit speed of the generator set, ω is modeled by Newton's second law of rotation
where τ e is per unit electric torque from the generator, and D is per unit damping coefficient. H is the inertia constant of the generator set, defined as
where J is the moment of inertia of the generator set, ω b is the base rotational speed, τ b is the base torque, and N poles is the number of poles of the generator set. The fuel consumption is calculated by a second-order Willans approximation [33] as shown in Fig. 2 , which gives the following relationship between the mechanical torque of the diesel engine and fuel consumption:
where a 0 , a 1 , and a 2 are constants and FC is the fuel consumption. Note that friction losses in the diesel engine are included in this model by setting a 0 = 0. To avoid double 
where v no-load is the reference voltage at zero active power, Droop is a constant, and p is the active power of the generator set. The excitation voltage is then modified by a PID controller in the AVR to achieve this reference voltage. The AVRs are equally configured in the case study, and this gives symmetric load sharing. The rectifiers are modeled as transformations, in rearranged form [34] 
where k i = 0.75, k v = 1.29, and φ = 0.24 rad are constants from [34] , δ is the load angle, and i dc and v dc are the current and voltage on the dc side of the rectifier. The dc link is modeled as shown in Fig. 3 . The rectifiers are modeled as variable current sources, the load is a constant resistor, and the capacitor bank is modeled as an equivalent capacitor.
B. Control Plant Model
A simplified model, called the control plant model, is used internally in the MPC to increase the computational performance, while the previously presented process plant model is used for simulation. We assume that the load sharing is given by the droop curve. This means that the AVR is able to control the voltage of the generator perfectly to the reference voltage given by the droop curve. Using (3) and the power balance, we get ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
where s bi = (S bi /S b,bus ), S bi is the base power of generator set i , and S b,bus is the sum of the base power of the connected generator sets. The generators are assumed to be in steady state and the electric losses in the generator to be negligible. This gives the swing equation
where τ ref is controlled by the governor as described in the previous section. The generator sets in the case plant are identical and configured identically. The power is then shared equally and the generator set will run at the same speed, as the electric torque will be equal and the governors will respond similarly. This setup is chosen as equally sized generator set and symmetric load sharing are commonly used for marine power plant. This also results in a smaller optimization problem and gives the active power on each generator (10) where N genset is the number of generator sets at the bus (connected or disconnected) and N connected is the number of generator sets connected to the bus. The speed of the generator sets is then given by
where p bus is the per unit load of the loads connected to the dc link.
III. FAULT-TOLERANT MPC
After a sudden disconnection of a generator set, the power is transferred immediately to the remaining generators. The frequency will then decrease as the diesel engines' torque is constrained by the rate limitation. However, the engines are able to avoid underspeed if a large enough frequency margin is chosen prefault. Therefore, the tasks of the plant controller are as follows: 1) to minimize the fuel consumption of the power plant by controlling the set-point speed of the diesel engines; 2) set the generators' speed such that underspeed is avoided in the event of a sudden disconnection of a generator set. The controller is based on the controller established in [30] . Multiple predicted trajectories are used in the MPC to achieve the control objectives. Fig. 4 shows a snapshot of the predicted trajectories. The red dotted line shows the underspeed limit. The nominal trajectory (solid black line) is the prediction for the nominal scenarios. This is the predicted speed of the generator sets if no fault occurs. The fault trajectories (dashed lines) are the prediction for the fault scenarios. These show the generator sets' speed when a generator set is disconnected. These trajectories start from the points on the nominal trajectory, where the fault events may occur. A fault trajectory is started at each point in the nominal trajectory, except the initial point. The optimization problem is solved by finding the optimal trajectories for all the scenarios at once. Hence, the fault scenario's trajectories will constrain the optimal trajectory of the nominal scenario. All the trajectories are constrained by the frequency limits of the generators and torque limits. Terminal constraints are also used to ensure recursive feasibility.
For the variables used in the fault scenario the notation x f (t 0 |t f = t l ) is used, this denotes the variable x for the fault trajectory starting at time t l . The notation is simplified for slack variables (e.g., s + f ω (t i |t f = t l ) simplified to s + ω ) to increase the readability.
A. State Constraints
For the nominal trajectory, the speed and torque of the engines are constrained to stay within the operational limits of the engines (15) where ω and ω are the underspeed and overspeed limits, and τ ref and τ ref are the minimum and maximum torque. Two slack variables, s − ω and s + ω , are used to make sure that the optimization problem is feasible. A linear term on the slack variables' cost can be used using two slack variables instead of one.
The diesel engines torque is constrained by finite difference approximation of the rate constraint, for all
whereτ ref andτ ref are the maximum negative and positive rates of change of the torque, t 0 is the initial time of the trajectory, T S is the sampling time of the MPC trajectory, and N is length of the prediction horizon. Similar constraints are used for the fault trajectories. However, to include a safety margin the constraints are narrowed by increasing the lower limits and decreasing the upper limits. For example, the lower speed limit is 70% for the nominal scenario and 72% for the fault scenario. This margin is considered to be sufficiently large to include model errors and should be chosen by system knowledge.
B. Terminal Constraints
To make sure that the optimization problem is recursively feasible, the states of the trajectories are constrained to terminate in equilibriumω
Moreover, slack variables are added to the terminal constraints of the fault scenario, to make sure that the optimization problem is feasible, and to avoid numerical problem during optimization. For each fault trajectory starting at t l
where individual slack variables are used for each trajectory.
C. Optimization Problem
The reference speed of the generator set is changed in ramps to get smooth transitions by optimizingω ref . The differential equation of the integrator of the governor's PID controller iṡ
The initial values of the nominal trajectory are given by measurements
where ω 0 , ω ref,0 , and ξ 0 are the currently measured values.
The initial values of the fault trajectory starting at t l are
Note that the reference torque is used as initial condition, which implicitly sets ξ f (t 0 ). This initial condition is used to get a continuous transition of τ ref at the time instant one generator disconnect.
The following cost function is used in the optimization problem for the nominal scenario:
where w i is the constant weight of cost i and i ref is the constant reference values for slack variable i . The first term in the sum is the fuel consumption, while the remaining terms are penalties on the slack variables. The cost function for the fault scenario starting at time t f from the nominal scenario is
The terms in the summation are penalties on the slack variables for the trajectory, while the remaining terms penalize the terminal constraints' slack variables. Note that the cost function only penalizes the slack variables. This is done as the fault trajectories should only constrain the nominal trajectory.
The optimization problem is
where U contains all optimization variables, i.e.,ω ref and slack variables, s, for all trajectories and U * is the optimal control sequence. The cost function is the sum of the nominal scenario's cost, n , and each of the fault scenarios' cost N l=1
The firstω ref from the optimized control sequence is applied, at the next time instant the optimization is reoptimized with the new initial conditions. Note that N connected = N genset = 3 in (11) for the nominal scenario and N connected = 2 and N genset = 3 for the fault scenarios.
D. Fault Recovery Controller
The controller is reconfigured after disconnection of a generator. The objective of the controller is to recover the plant after the fault. This can be done by following the trajectory found in the controller prefault. The speed of the generator set is controlled to a predefined speed, ω rc . The nominal speed is insufficient at high loads, due to the torque constraints of the diesel engine. Therefore, ω rc is set to the highest value as follows: 1) the nominal speed; 2) 5% above the minimum required frequency, which is found by (11) , settingω = 0. where the nominal speed is chosen in 1) as it gives large margin toward underspeed and overspeed of the diesel engine, and 5% safety margin in 2) is chosen to give some speed margin toward lack of power.
The cost function used in the reconfigured controller is (11)- (18) and (21)- (24). (32) Note that the constraints are similar to the constraints on the nominal trajectory in (30) . Hence, the constraints on the trajectory are relaxed, compared with the fault scenario of (30) . Therefore, the fault recovery controller is feasible if (30) was feasible at the previous step. In addition, if (30) was feasible with slack variables equal to zero at the previous step, then (32) is feasible with slack variables equal to zero. The costs on the slack variables are tuned such that the slack variables are zero for the optimal solution if this is a feasible solution. This is done by setting s ref sufficiently small. Hence, the fault recovery controller recovers the plant without violating the constraints if (30) was feasible with slack variables equal to zero at the previous step. Fault trajectories are not included in the optimization problem; hence, the constraints for the fault trajectories are omitted. The disconnection may occur during an intersample, this means that the controller is not reconfigured before the next update of the MPC. However, the governor will increase the diesel engine torque due to the decrease in the engine speed. The torque will then typically be constrained by the torque rate constraint, similar to what occurs when using the control sequence from the MPC.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the controller is tested through simulation. The process plant model presented in Section II-A is used to simulate the system, while the control plant model is used for predictions in the MPC as described in Section II-B. A prediction horizon of 15 s is used with a sampling and update period of 3 s. The horizon length is chosen short enough to give real-time performance, while long enough to achieve a sufficiently large region of feasibility. The update period is small enough to capture most of the fastest dynamics. The parameters for the controller and models are given in Tables I and II Fig. 5 . Simulation of the power plant running with a load of 40%. One of the three connected generator sets is disconnected after 51 s. In the plot for frequency, the red dotted line shows the underspeed limit used in the fault scenarios, while the red dashed line shows the underspeed limit used in the nominal scenario and the reconfigured controller. In the plot for τ ref , the red dashed line shows the maximum diesel engine torque.
function can be achieved, where the slack variable is only utilized when the problem else would have been infeasible.
Figs. 5 and 6 show closed-loop simulations of the power plant with 40% and 70% load. One of the three connected generator sets is disconnected after 51 s. The load is immediately transferred to the remaining generator sets and the controller is reconfigured to use the fault recovery controller. The fault recovery controller increases the diesel engines' torque as quickly as possible, but it is constrained by a rate constraint. Eventually, the diesel engines reach the maximum torque. Afterward the fault recovery controller regulates the generators' frequency to a fixed frequency close to or higher than the nominal frequency.
Prefault, the MPC regulates the engine speed as low as possible, while still high enough to avoid underspeed when the sudden disconnection occurs. A margin of 2% is added to the underspeed limit of the fault scenario. For the case with a load of 40%, the frequency drops below this underspeed limit (dotted line at 72%), while it is able to stay above the nominal underspeed limit (dashed line at 70%). The violation occurs due to the simplification of the rate constraint in the MPC's model. However, the frequency margin is sufficiently large to handle the model error.
For the case with a load of 70%, the limitation of the diesel engines' torque constrains the speed. The maximum power of the diesel engine is the product of the maximum torque and the engine's speed. Fig. 6 shows that at approximately the same time as the frequency is at its lowest, the diesel engine reaches its maximum torque. The diesel engines gets a high enough speed during postfault recovery to achieve enough power to be able to both generate the extra electric power and accelerate the generator set postfault. This is done by increasing the engine speed prefault.
The left plot in Fig. 7 shows the optimal steady-state speed of the generator set as a function of the load. The frequency is dynamically increased as the load increases. The controller is not able to run at a load higher than 70% with this configuration, as the postfault load on each generator set will be too high if the load increases above this level. In the right plot, the fuel savings of using this algorithm are shown. The fuel savings are calculated by comparing the fuel consumption of the present plant with the fuel consumption of the same plant with generator sets running at their rated speed. Additional generator sets must be connected when the load is higher than 60% and fixed speed is used to make sure that the plant can recover if a generator set is suddenly disconnected. This reduces the efficiency of the generator sets.
The optimization problem consists of 206 optimization variables and 179 constraints. The computational time is between 0.2 and 1.3 s per update period, when using ACADO's C++ interface and a 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon E3 processor. Note that ACADO's C++ interface is not designed for constraints that combine constraints at different time instances, such as the initial constraint of a fault trajectory [e.g., ω f (t l |t f = t l ) = ω(t l )]. This is bypassed by adding auxiliary optimization variables. Therefore, the implemented optimization problem can be substantially condensed. It is also the authors' experience that using ACADOs c-code export function will give a significant performance improvement (typically 10-100 times faster). Hence, the MPC can be implemented in real time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a method to control a marine power plant that includes safety constraints based on fault scenarios. The controller uses the fault scenarios internally in the MPC to make sure that it controls the generator sets' speed such that a sufficiently large safety margin toward underspeed is achieved. Hence, a sudden disconnection of a generator set can occur without risk of blackout and the need for load reduction. The advantages of the controller are less conservative safety constraints, which gives a fuel consumption reduction of up to 15%. The disadvantage is a larger and more computationally expensive optimization problem, in addition to the need to identify and model the worst case fault scenarios. The simulations show that the controller fulfills the control objectives as long as a safety margin is used. The future work would involve an implementation of the algorithm in a laboratory or full-scale experiment.
